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GROWTH PROBLEMS FOR SUBHARMONIC

FUNCTIONS OF FINITE ORDER IN SPACE

BY

N. V. RAO AND DANIEL F. SHEa(')

Abstract. For a function u(x) subharmonic (or C2) in Rm, we compare the

"harmonics" (defined in §1) of u with those of a related subharmonic

function whose total Riesz mass in | jc| < r is the same as that of u, but whose

Û norm on |jc| = r is maximal, for all 0 < r < oo. We deduce estimates on

the growth of the Riesz mass of u in \x\ < r, as r -» oo.

Introduction. Following Hayman [7], [8], we study the growth and distribu-

tion of the Riesz mass of subharmonic functions in Rm (m > 2) from the

point of view of classical value distribution theory. Thus, if u(x) is subharmon-

ic we define the characteristic

(1) r(r,«) = a-1^|=iuM+c/co

of u{x) and its order

logrfc«).
(2) X = lim sup

logr

du denotes {m - l)-dimensional surface area on 2 = 2m = {|x| = 1} and

am = /2c2co. We always suppose u+ is unbounded: T{r, u) -* oo when r -> oo,

and u is harmonic near 0 with «(0) = 0. We compare the growth of T{r, u)

with that of

(3) N{r) = Nu{r) = o~x fxu{ru)do>

which, by Jensen's theorem [1, p. 133], is a weighted average of the Riesz mass

of u in the ball Ixl < r:
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(4) n(r) = (omdmyl fixi<rd(Au(x)),       N(r) = dm¡\(t)tx-mdt.

Here A denotes the Laplacian, Au exists as a distribution and u = (omdm)~ Au

is a positive measure when u is subharmonic [1, p. 127]; and dm = m — 2 for

m > 2, cf2 = 1. (For definitions and a discussion of basic results, see §1.)

When f(z) is an entire function of one complex variable and u(x,y)

= log|/(x + iy)\, n(r) counts the number of zeros of f(z) in\z\ < r, and it is

a classical problem to find good lower bounds for

(5) k(ü) = Urn sup  N^
r->co    T(r,u)

in terms of X. For example, it is known in this case that

^sinwA       (j < X < 1)

(Edrei and Fuchs [3]), where equality holds for f(z) = polynomial (X — 0),

= ez (X = 1) and

(7) /(z) = fi (1 - V«VX)      (0 < X < 1).
«=i

Hayman has extended (6) to arbitrary subharmonic u in the plane and found

the sharp analogue for functions of orders X < 1 in Rm, m > 3 ([7], [8]).

For X > 1, precise results are not in general available even for entire

functions. A recent result in this direction is

(8) *(„) > (0.9)Ç^*l      (i<x<oo)

(Miles and Shea [10]), and well-known examples [2] show that (8) would fail

for large X if the 0.9 factor were replaced by any constant greater than unity.

Inequality (8) is an easy corollary of the main result of [10],

Theorem A. Let f(z) be an entire function of finite order X in the plane, and

put u(z) = log|/(z)|,

(9) m2(r,u) = [^^\u(rei9)\2de^'\

Then

(10) !™ S=oUP m~(r~u) > ST\ 1 + (sin2,rX)/2,rX;    '
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Equality is possible in (10) for each X > 0.

Our first purpose in this note is to find the appropriate extension of Theorem

A to subharmonic functions. The proof in [10] rests on some simple properties

of the Fourier coefficients

ck(r,f) = ¿/'* log\f{reiB)\e-iked9       (k = 0,±1,±2,...),

in particular on the inequality

OO \ck(nf)\ < \ck{r,f*)\       (r>0,k = 0,±l,±2,...)

where /* is a suitable entire function whose zeros have the same moduli as

those of/but are projected onto the positive real axis. Thus, if w* = log|/* |,

then Nu(r) = Nut{r) and

(12) m2(r,u) < m2(r,u*)       (0 < r < oo)

by Parseval's theorem, and to prove (10) it suffices to consider just the/*.

In §2, we study the spherical harmonics of subharmonic functions in Rm

and prove an analogue of (11) for all m > 2 (Theorem 2.1). From this we

deduce

Theorem 1. Let u{x) be subharmonic and of finite order X in Rm, and put

,1/2

m2{r, u) = |a-' J^ \u{ru)\2 dtoj    .

Then

(13) lim sup    y . > C{X,m)       (0 < X < oo,m > 2),
r-co    m2(r,u)

where

(14)

C(X,m) = f 1 + X2() + m-2)2 S   (k + m-3)l(2k + m-2)X
l (m-2)\      *=1/(!(/<_A)2(/< + A + w_2)2J

1/2

When m = 2, the bound in (13) is the same as that in (10), and when m = 3

or 4 inequality (13) remains sharp for all X, with
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IsinTrXiyiXTT f       2       ,        « 1      \~]/2
C(X>3> = -„\(\   .   U-i l - ~2(sin ™)   ¿   T,-73 f

irX(X + l)       L       <nL k=\ (k + X) J

r(\ a\ =    lsin77Xl    T, _ _sin_2£X_Y
^';      7rX(iX+l)l       27r(X+l)J

= l()t + Xr

-1/2

When m > 5 the series in (14) diverges and C(X,m) = 0, which just reflects

the fact that for these m the extremal functions for this problem (studied in

§4) fail to be square-integrable on spheres |x| = r, 0 < r < oo.

By Schwarz's inequality and Jensen's theorem, m2(r,u) > 2T(r,u) - N(r),

and we deduce easily a bound for k(u) defined in (5):

Corollary 1. // u(x) is subharmonic

(15) k(u) >       |sm,7A'     ,       (0<X<oo;m = 2,3,4).
ttX(x + iym~x

In §4 we consider a class of examples which, we conjecture, minimize k(u)

for any given order X and dimension m; in particular we show that there exist

subharmonic functions uXm (x) of order X in Rm with

(16) *KJ<Cmír^       (Ka<oo).

Thus the bound in (15) has the right order of magnitude for large X.

Using other methods, we obtain

Theorem 2. // u(x) is subharmonic and of order X in Rm, then

07) *(m)>%^)kU     (°<x<°°^>5)

where Am depends only on m.

Hayman [8] has obtained k(u) > (q + 1 - X)(X - q)/X(q + l)4m+9, with

q = [X], as a consequence of an inequality between N{r) and M(r,u)

= sup|x|=fw(x). Using the Poisson formula to estimate M(r,u) in terms of

T(or,u), o > 1, we can easily adapt the proof of (17) to find that

r N(r) |sin7rX| ,        . ..
hmsup      w. > Pm--1,       (0 <X< oo,m>2).

r-tn   M(r,u) (X+iym

The conjectured extremal functions uXm mentioned above are harmonic in

Rm except on the positive x,-axis, along which the Riesz mass is distributed
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regularly: Nu {r) = r\ and uXm(x) = |x| I{cos9;X,m) where 0 denotes the

angle between the vector x and the positive x,-axis, and 2 is defined in §4. If

we put

K(X,m) = k(uXm) = T(l,ux¡myl       (m > 2,0 < X < oo)

then Hayman's sharp result noted earlier, for X < 1 and m > 2, is: k(u)

> K{X,m), and our approximations (15) and (17) for X > 1 have been

compared with K{X,m) via (16). Complementary to these lower bounds for

k{u), when u is an arbitrary subharmonic function, is

Theorem 3. Let u{x) be subharmonic in Rm of finite nonintegral order X with

all its Riesz mass distributed along a ray through 0. Then

(18) lim inf ^r < K(X,m)
/■-»oo   T(r,u)

where besides (16) K{X,m) satisfies

(19) K{X,m)< 1       (m>3,0<X<oo)

and

(20)

M-^,       (a<X<q+x2)
q + |sin77À|

= |sm^l      fe + 1<x<1)

/or c7 = 0, 1, 2,-

Inequality (18) remains valid for integral orders X, but then requires

different methods; cf. [15].

For entire functions in the plane this is due to Ostrovskiï [12]. There exist

other related studies of this type, e.g. by Edrei and Fuchs [2], also [4], [5], [9].

All the results mentioned above for entire functions have extensions to

meromorphic functions, provided the definitions of N(r) and T(r,u) are

generalized in a natural way. If / is meromorphic in the plane and u{z)

= log|/(z)| = log|g(z)| - log|/i(z)| where g, h are entire functions having no

common zeros, we define p = Am = A log|g| - A log\h\ = p+ — p~ where p+

and p~ are positive measures,

N(r, u) = i n{t, u)C{ dt, N(r) = Nu(r) = N(r, u) + N(r, -u),
JQ

with
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•2* N(r)
T(r, u) = ¿ f    u(reif>)+ dB + N{r, u),       k(u) = lim sup ^r.

Thus k(u) gives a measure of the "total deviation from harmonicity" of

u = log|/|. The Edrei-Fuchs inequality (6) remains valid in this more general

setting [3], as does Theorem A [10].

We prove Theorems 1 and 2 for u(x) in the class Gíím of functions "delta-

subharmonic" in R"1.

Definition 1. A function u defined (a.e.) in Rm is in 6îim if there exist

subharmonic functions ux, u2 in Rm with u = ux — u2.

A more intrinsic definition is: u E 6ùm if for every compact set F, u

E l}(F) and

(21) J u(x)A.<p(x) dx < C(F)hl

for some constant C(F) and every <p E Cco(Rm) vanishing outside of F.

It is immediate from the second definition that any u E C2(Rm) is delta-

subharmonic. The equivalence of the two definitions and other basic facts

needed here are discussed further in §1.

If/: C^ -> C is an entire function of order X, then Theorem 2 applies to

u = log|/| and yields

/„„\ i- A(r,0;/) .     .,_.. Isinn-Xl        ,.    . .    .     .
(22) hn^sup -fijjy > A(M>Y+l        (°<X<CC)

with c = M + \ and N(r,0;f) = Nu(r). Our examples uX2M(x) show that

c > M for subharmonic functions in R2M generally, but it remains an

interesting question whether (22) with c « Af is a good estimate for entire

functions when M > 2.

1. Definitions and auxiliary results. A function u: Rw -» [-00, 00) is subhar-

monic, u E § , if u is upper semicontinuous, # — 00 and

u(x) < om   j  u(x + 8u>) du¡
'2

for all x E Rm and 5 > 0. It is well known [1, p. 128], [8], [14] that

(1.1) u E LX(F) for every compact F,

At. exists as a distribution and u. = (omdm)~ áu(1.2) m  m

is a positive Borel measure, finite for compact sets.

Further, Riesz's theorem holds: If
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(1.3) K(x) = log|x|    {m = 2),        - -\x\2~m   (m > 3),

then for any compact F,

(1.4) .     u(x) = ¡f K(x - y) dp(y) + h(x)

where p is the measure in (1.2) and h is harmonic in the interior of F.

Conversely, given a positive locally finite measure p on Rm, any u having the

representation (1.4) for compact F and h harmonic in the interior of F is

subharmonic in Rm with Am = am dm p.

The measure p in (1.2) is termed the Riesz measure of u.

Let u E fym, so that u = ux - u2 where My- e Sm. Then it is clear that (21)

holds with C(F) = px(F) + p2(F) if p, = A«,- for j = 1, 2. Conversely,

suppose m G LXoc satisfies (21). Then Am is a (locally finite, signed) Borel

measure omdmp [1, p. 93]. Let \p\ be the total variation of p, and let

r1* — z(M + p)> P~ = \(\p\ - p)- Then as in Weierstrass's classical theorem

we can construct [8, Chapter 4] functions u+,u~ E Sm with Am* = <'mdmp±

and m = u+ — u~ + h where h is harmonic in Rm; thus u E fym according to

Definition 1.

For convenience, we shall continue to refer to the measure defined in (1.2)

as the Riesz measure of u, for any m g 6¡)m, and to the mass of the total

variation measure \p\ = p+ + p~ as the Riesz mass of m.

If« G %,

O-5) M = (omdmYXAm = p+ - p~

and we assume throughout §§1-3 that p+, p~ have no mass in a neighborhood

of 0, that

(1.6) m(0) = 0,

and that

(1.7) T{r,u)^ oo        (r->oo).

This involves no restriction for the kind of asymptotic problems studied here.

Generalizing definitions (1), (4) we put

n(r,u) = p-({\x\ < r}),   n{r,-u) = p+({\x\ < /•}),

N(r,u) = dm j'n(t,u)tx-mdt,

(1.8)
N(r) = Nu{r) = N{r,u) + N (r,-u),

T{r,u) = a~l f^u+{rcS)du + N(r,u),

and (2), (5) remain unchanged.
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Applying Green's formula to u2, we have

(1.9) k2(0) = or"1 /s u2(rw)du + J^ [K(y) - K(re)]dp-(y)

where e = (1,0,... ,0), and integration by parts converts the last integral in

(1.9)toA(r,w). Thus

T(r,u) = o~x ¡^ [(«, - u2)+ + u2](ru>)do> - u2(0)

= <fo1â4«'('"«)<k>-«2(0)

where v = max(w,,H2) E SOT, so that by (3) and (4), T(r,u) is a continuous,

increasing function convex in logr (m = 2), r2~m (m > 3).

Applying (1.9) to u, we obtain the analogue for u £ sî)m of Nevanlinna's first

fundamental theorem,

(1.10) T(r,u) = T(r,-u)       (0 < r < co).

If x, y E Rm we write

x V y = x • y/\x\ \y\ = cosô

where 9 is the angle between Ox and 0~y. Then

If'*F(x -7) = - _2„ F,(x V ¿O^-       (|x| < \y\)

(1.11)

= -ÍF^V^)^L       (W<W)
*=0 I jc|

where the Pk are the Gegenbauer polynomials [16, pp. 302, 329]. On the other

hand, for fixed y, K(x - y) is real-analytic in x and thus Pk(x V y)

' \x\ /\y\ +m~ is the sum of terms of degree k in the Taylor expansion of

K(x -y) in a neighborhood of the origin. Thus Pk(x V y)\x\ is a homoge-

neous harmonic polynomial of degree k in x (except when m = 2, k = 0),

and [1, p. 169]

(1.12) J2 Pj(ru V ̂ (rw V z)da = 0       (y * k)

for all r = |x| > 0 and y, z E Rm - {0}.

For any integer <? > 0, we define

2 x i*
(1.13)     F9(x,7) = F(x -7) +  2  P*(x V >0—£^       (x,7 E Rm).

k — 0 \y\

Thus
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1*1*
(1.14)        Kq{x,y) = -    2    íM;)-^       (M<bl).

k=q+\ \y\

Assume that u G siim is of finite order X, so that by (1.8) and (1.10):

r log 2V(r)   ..

and let p be the associated Riesz measure. Then for a > X,

Nlr)j._dmC*   n(t)
Jo   ra+1     '    a Jo   f+m-\

dt

(1.15)
= dm r    d\p\(x)

a{a + m- 2)Jr™ \x\a+m~2

converges. Let q = q{p) denote the least integer > 0 for which

/n^ f d\p\(x)

and put

(1.17) %(x) = S^K^yidúy).

By (1.16), (1.13), (1.11) and (1.4), UjX G % and

(1.18) uA/u) E Lx{2,do)       (0 < r < oo).

For some purposes it is convenient to have explicit estimates of K , and we

state

Lemma 1.1. There exists a constant C = C(m,q) such that, if\x\ = r,

\Kq(x,y)\ < Cr«+i/\y\<+m-1       (r < x2\y\),

Kq{x,y) < Cr«+x/\yrm-2{r + \y\)       (x,y G R"),

the latter except when m = 2 and q = 0, in which case

K0(x,y) = log\l - x/y\ < log(l + r/\y\).

When m = 2, Lemma 1.1 is well known [6, p. 26]; analogous estimates yield

the result for m > 3, e.g. see [8].

Using Lemma 1.1 we find that if
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,U9) ».-«^y^

then u^ has order X0, q < X0 < q + 1. Further, arguments like those used for

the classical Hadamard representation theorem (worked out in Hayman's

book [8, Chapter IV]), give

Lemma 1.2. Let u E eî)m have finite order X, let q(¡x) be determined as in (1.16)

and put g = max(c7, [X]).

Then

(1.20) u(x) = Mft(x) + h(x)

where h is a harmonic polynomial of degree at most g.

Observe that g = q(p.) when X is not a positive integer.

Finally, we collect some facts about spherical harmonics needed for

Theorem 1; for proofs see [1, pp. 168-170] and [11, pp. 43, 44]. Let %k denote

the space of all homogeneous harmonic polynomials of degree k. The

restrictions of these to 2 are the spherical harmonics of order k, and they form

a finite-dimensional subspace tk of L2(2,dw). For each k > 0, let {q>k ¡)j=o be

an orthonormal basis of tk ; then the set 0 = {<pkj~- k > 0, 0 < / < n(k)} is

complete in L2(du). If <p, xp E $ are of different degrees then /2 (p(u)xp(u) du

= 0; this fact generalizes (1.12).

Let/ E Lx(du), and define the Fth harmonic of/to be

(1.21) fi =  2o {y(u)<pkj(»)dcojcpkJ.

We note that

II/* L < c(k) ii/ii,    (k>o),

that/ = 2 fk hoids f°r all/in the linear span $* of $, and that if fk = 0 for

each k > 0 then/ = 0, since $* is dense in C(2). Further,^ is the orthogonal

projection of /onto tk for all/ E L2(du), and thus fk does not depend on the

basis chosen.

Finally, we write

(1.22) c, = c,(/) = {/242(co)^y    =||/J|2

and observe that, if / E F (du),

0-23) 11/ll2 = L?oC0

since $ is complete.
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In the next section we study the harmonics of u defined in (1.17), and for

this we must compute the harmonics of Kq. For a given r > 0 and y G R ,

let {<pkj}"^Q be as described above with <p¿j0(w) = akPk{u V y), where the

positive number ak is determined by llcp^rjlb = 1. Then it is obvious from

(1.12)-(1.14) that the jfcth harmonic off(u) = Kq{ru,y) is

/*(«) = Qkpk(° v y)     («e2)

for a suitable factor Qk(r, \y\). When \y\ > r we compute Qk using (1.14),

Qk(r,\y\) =-rk/\y\
k+m-2

(k>q),        =0   (k<q).

When \y\ < r we use (1.13) in a similar way and, for |>»| = r, <2¿ is defined by

continuity since Kq(ru,ay) -* Kq{rw,y) in l)(du) when a-* 1. Then the

values of Qk can be tabulated as follows:

(1.24)

Qkir,t)

k>q

1 < k < ?

fc = 0

i<r

_.k uk+m-2

k /.k+m-2 _ Jt i k+m-2

K{r) - K{t)

t> r

_  fc /.k+m-2

0

0

Finally, we observe from (1.17) and Fubini's theorem that the kth harmonic

of u (ru) is

(1.25) fRmQk<r,\y\)Pk{u v y)dpiy).

2. An extremal property of spherical symmetrizations of potentials; proof of

Theorem 1. Let u G 6flm have finite nonintegral order X, and let q = [X]. Let p

be the Riesz measure of u, and denote by p the measure obtained by projecting

the mass of ^ onto the positive x,-axis according to

p{[a,b]) = p{{a < \x\<b})       (0<a<b<oo)

where [a,b] denotes the interval on the x,-axis with endpoints (a,0,.. .,0),

(ô,0,... ,0). We also introduce the total variation measure p* = \p\ and the

associated subharmonic function

(2.1) U;{x)=Ç Kq{x,te)dp*{t).

We shall compare the harmonics of u^ and u*. Recalling (1.22) and (1.25)

we define

ckh"j = c*(«,,M) - |/Rn Qk(rAy\)Pk(o V y)dp(y)
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If u (ru) E L2(du), m2(r,u ) defined in Theorem 1 satisfies

(2.2) m2(r,Uií) = o^u^ = [o~x Jq C^u^,

see (1.23). In any case, we have

Theorem 2.1. Let ¡j. be a measure satisfying (1.16). Then

(2.3) Ck(r,uj <Ck(r,u*)       (0 < r < co; k > 0).

Thus

(2.4) m&Uy) < m2(r,u*)

for all r such that m2(r,u*) < oo. [This holds everywhere when m = 2, and

a.e. when m = 3, 4; for, by (2.1) it is sufficient to show, a.e.,

(2.5) tr(u) = f* \ru - te\2-mdp*(t) E L2(du).

Fix any r such that <p(r) = ju*{[0,r]} has a finite derivative at r, and let 8 and

F satisfy |<p(i) - <p(r)| < F|r - r| when |r - r| < 25. Then

¿.(coso) = f/ {/2 + r2 - 2rr cos0}~V<j>(f)       (y = ¿(m - 2))

<cJ*{\r-i\ + er2'M<)

< C U-.K. 9_2V*) +jo ¿KM,««. I' - T**»

where C depends only on r and & = [log(5/0)/log2]. It follows that ipr(cos9)

E F2([0,tt]; sinm~2 9 dO) when m = 3, 4.]

Proof of Theorem 2.1. For each t>0we have by Schwarz's inequality

and the fact that, by (1.24), Qk is of one sign only,

QO-.»,)2 =/2 {/Rm GtfcblW« v y)My)} **

< £ {/Rm |&(r, bl)|F> v j^MO» ¿. |ß*(r, \y\)\dM(y)}du

= (|2 P> V e)^]{/o°° ß,(r,r)rf/i*(0}

= /2 {/o°° Qk(r><)pk(» v *)**«} <*» = Ck(r,U;)2,
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as claimed. When k = 0 we have as in (1.9) that

o-^C^r,^) = \flyl<r[K(re) - K(y)]dp(y)

= \N(r,-u) - N(r,u)\

< N(r,-u) + N(r,u) = N(r,-u*) - o^2C0(r,u*).

To prove Theorem 1(2), let u E 6¡)m have order X ¥= positive integer and put

q = [\]. Then (1.20) holds with h an harmonic polynomial of degree < q and

mm G <¡¡)m of order X. Further, N(r) = Nu(r) = N(r, -u*) has order X by (1.19);

thus there exists a strong proximate order X(t) in the sense of [19, p. 41], that is,

X{t) E C2(0,oo)and

X(t) -> X,   X'{t)t log t -» 0,   X"(í)í2 log r -> 0      (i -» oo),

and, if

7V1(0 = /M'),   «1(/) = c/-1l'"-1A"1(/),

then also

(2.6) 7V(i) < Nx(t)   (0<t< oo),       iV(r„) = /V,(ra)   (n > 1)

where rn increases to +00, and

(2.7) n\ {t) = {X(X + m - 2)/dm + o(l)}/w-32V1 (t)       (t -* 00).

For proof, see pp. 35 and 39 in [19].

In particular, «, (t) is eventually increasing, say for t > r,. Define /5, TV by

Ñ(t) = N(t)   (0<t<rx),

(2.8) = W   (l < / < 00);

Ñ{r) = dmjroñ{i)tx-mdt.

Clearly, ñ increases on (0, 00) and thus

û{x) = j™ Kq{x,te)dñ{t) E$m.

Further,

(2) We thank Dr. F. Abi-Khuzam for pointing out an error in a previous version of the proof
of Theorem 1.
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(2.9)  lim inf -Zj&>   > Um inf      -N^ > lim inf    NW
n-*oo   m2(rn,u)        n-«   m^uj + m2(rn,h)       «-oo   m2(rn,u*)

where we have used (2.4) and m2(rn,h) = 0(/-„9) = o(N(rn)), by (2.6).

We proceed to estimate m2(rn,u*). For each A: > 1, we have from the proof

of Theorem 2.1 that

<'Ck{r,u;)2 = I2{Ç Qk{r,t)df{t)}

where [11, pp. 15, 33, 4]

(w — 2)r(A: + m — 2) ,, ,
(2-10) =T(m-2)T(k+l)(2k + m-2)       (* > 1,w > 3)'

r2       1   r2" cos2k9 jn       1 /, ^ , „s
i-sJt 1c1~de = 2T2    <* > ^ - 2>

By (1.24), (1.8) and two integrations by parts,

Jo°° Qk{r,t)df{t)   = /o°° |Ö*(r,OI**W

.^.i^jf^;.,)
where

í^/3^ = 2* + m - 2    (!<*<?),        = -(2* + m - 2)    (Jfc > q).

Thus at the ̂ , by (2.6) and (2.7),

Ck(r„,u*)< Ck{rn,û)      (k>0).

It is easy to see from elementary properties of proximate orders that

%) ,m     *(r)- ""   —7—r: = hm —-,—;.
n-»oo   m2(rn,u)      r—00 m2(r,u)

(2.11) lim inf      ,fi'^ = Jim J;_^ = F2(X,m),

where

F2(X,m) = rX/m2(r, Ux)       (0 < r < 00)

and
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CxM = KX+Ji-2)^ Kq{raíe)tUm-ldt        (= mñ

is the subharmonic function with N(r,-Ux) = rx. (A proof of (2.11) is

sketched below.)

For Ux{x), clearly

».-"'c.0,-4) - 4{it+*â±pi! ;; <>|&(i,.)|?}.

and a direct calculation using (1.24) and

2c;2(X,m)-2 = m2(l,Ux)2 = 1 + a"1  |  Q(l,t/X)2
a=i

shows that K2(X,m) coincides with C(X,m) defined in (14). In view of (2.9) and

(2.11), the proof of Theorem 1 (for general u E <$„,) is complete.

The truth of (2.11) can be seen easily from the integral representation for

iî(x), together with (2.7), (1.14) and properties of proximate orders; we deduce

lim
ûjrco) = X(X + m - 2) f°°

rHr) ~

m- i) /•»      .     A x+m-3.
T-Jo   Kq(a,se)s as

for all w G 2«. co # (1,0,... ,0). Further, if cost? = co V e and Ô > 0 is

given, the limit holds uniformly for 0 in 5 < |0| < it and, if m < 4,

where C(5) -» 0 as 5 -+ 0; this last can be seen from the estimate

C,|W(x)| < ¡I (jfXt°yi*+fa \Kqix,te)\t*hm-3 dt

+ f"2(¿)g<K'h'dt+j*\Kq{x,te)\dn{t)

< rXW|c2 + 2X+1 (* \K(x - /e)|/m-3<2A

for all large r, where the last integral is of the type considered in (2.5). (An

obvious modification is needed in the estimate for [r,, r/2] when m = 2, q

= 0; cf. Lemma 1.1.)

From

jx-iHa?)
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we observe, after two differentiations with respect to X, that

A convenient expression for C(X, 3) is given by

2X + 1 -2 °° 1 °°        1 °° 1
-z-sC(X,3)    =   2   -5 — 2 -1- 2 -5
X2(X + l)2 *=-°o (k - X)2    k=\ (k + X)2    *-o (k + X + I)2

-M-V-2 2 —L-
\sm«rA/ *=!(* +A)2'

/„ ,^\    wv ->\2      /sin7rX\   2X + 1  f,      2 , . 2 ,n S        1      1~
(2.13)    C(X,3)   =    —5—    -A 1 - -^(sin^X) 2 -5 f    ■

\   wA   /(X+l)2l      t2 *=i (F + A)2J

C(X,4) can be summed explicitly in terms of elementary functions:

4(X + 1)

X2(X + 2)2
C(X,4)

J_      "  k-X + (X+l)      "  k + X +1 - (X + 1)

X2     *-i       (k-X)2 k=\       (¿ + X.+ 1)2

fÂU-^     ¿ + A+1J
f °°        1 °° 1 "Ï

+ (x + i){ 2 ——? + 2-? f
'U-i (it -X)2     ä=i (A: + A + l)2J

00 1 1 00    r     1 j     -v

- <x + »(ró;) - • C0'"K

(2,4) c(X.4)^(^)2(^)2{I-¿^5}-.

We deduce easily

Theorem 2.2. Ler m E ^ have finite order X. Then

(2.15) lim sup Ä >       |sin"Xj    ,       (0 < X < 00; m < 4).
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For, by Schwarz's inequality and (1.10),

m2(r,u) > o~x j   u(ru)+du + o~x j   {-u(ru))+du

(2.16) -^ y2
= T(r,u) - N(r,u) + T(r,-u) - N(r,-u) = 2T(r,u) - N(r)

and thus

k(u) .. N(r) _A
= lim sup -—-.—.        .. > C(X,m).

2-k(u)     T-»*   2F(r,«)-A(r)

Solving this inequality for k(u) and using simple estimates with (2.12)—(2.14),

we obtain (2.15).

3. Bounds for k(u) when m > 5. Theorem 2 is contained in

Theorem 3.1. Let u E 6im have finite order X. Then

k(u) > ¿ JshnrA|/(A + l)Km+1)       (0 < X < oo)

where we may take Am = m~m (m > 5).

We assume X is not a positive integer, and let q = [X]. By Lemma 1.2, (1.20)

holds with h of degree at most q. Then

°m /2 K(r«)\d» < fRm {o'1 /2 \Kq(ru,y)\du}d\,x\(y)

= /o" Bq(r/t)t2~mdn(t)
-CO

/o

where

B^W^a-'^lF^eikw;

here t? denotes the unit vector in the positive x,-direction.

Lemma 3.1. When 0 < r < oo,

(3.1) 5,(r) < 2e(m - 2fm-2)(q + ïj^^ r"+X / (r + 1).

Assuming the validity of (3.1), we put

Sir) = rq+l/(r + 1)

and use rS'(r) < (q + l)S(r) to get
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If S(ty-»dn(t) = ¿-'f {dms($) + S>fâ}dN(t)

<d-\q + m- l)(q + 1)/^° SÍ^)a(i)^ .

By (2.16), (1.20) and Lemma 3.1,

(3.2) 2r(r,«) < N(r) + C„(q) j™ ¿(y^Mj + 0{r")

where

Cm(q) = Ae{m - 2)*m-2\q + l)*(m+1).

For given e > 0, there exists [6, p. 101] a sequence rn -» oo with N{t)

< it/rnr~eN(rn) (0 < I< rn), N(t) < (t/rf+*N(rn) (t > rn). Thus

H^^lr<Kl+c-wJC"5Wf*',4

(q + l)è(m+1)

and Theorem 3.1 follows.

Proof of Lemma 3.1. We first suppose 0 < r < 1. Then (1.14) implies

CO

K(ro,e) = -    2    Pk{aVe)rk.
k=q + \

Since the Pk are orthogonal on 2,

Bq(r)2<o-xfKq{ru,e)2do>=    2    Ik2r2k

where the 2¿ are given in (2.10). By simple estimates,

I2 < (m - 2)V-4      (* > 1).

Put r0 = exp{-l/((? + 1)}. Then

fJ?(r)2<Hm-2)r'+1}2    2    M)       (0<r<r0)
H k=q+\

where \p{x) = x/,/g2x (p = m - 4) increases on 0 < x < x0 = (q + l)p/2

and then decreases, so that
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i MX rj(x)dx+t(x0)

= e-2{^Y1)P+\2p + p2^x+p(p-l)2P-2 + ---+p\}

<^)

<Pp(q+l)p+l      (p = m-4),

(3.3) Bq(r) < e(m - 2fm-2\q + lfm~3\i+x        (0 < r < rQ).

For r > rQ, (1.13) yields

K(ru,e) = K(ru - e) +  ¿   Pk(u V e)rk,
k = 0

Bq(rXmm{U2-m} + °-lL 2  Pk(u V e)r*
*=0

du

where the second term is dominated by

(   i r   i , ■>    V/2      r ? V/2
ß = {^722oW«ve>*)2rf„}    ={2o42^}   .

Thus

and by (2.10)

Q2 < (r/r0)2q 2  42       (r0 < r < oo)
i=0

f2<(n 2)-,(q + ir4   (!<*<«).
* ^  2r(w-2)

We deduce

Bq{r) < e(m - 2fm~'\q + if^r*       (r0 < r < oo),

and (3.1) follows.

4. Examples. For m > 3, let q < A < q + 1 for some integer q > 0 and

consider

(4.1) UX(X) = ^2-2> /; F?(x, te)t^dt,
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a subharmonic function whose Riesz mass is distributed along the positive x,-

axis with

(4.2) N(r) = N{r,-Ux) = rx       (0 < r < oo).

Then

(4.3) UK(-x) = A(A + :2~2)4(coscV

where x = rta, cos 9 = -co V e and

2A(cos0) = j™ Kq{™,-e)r-x-ldT

= H Í 2 Pk(<* v e)(-l)kT-k-m+2 - --,—!--¡\
JO      lk%   kK (I + T2 + 2t COS0Y J

Here and below, v = {m — 2)/2.

We have the representation

1 r X+m-3 j

(4.4) 2x(cosi9) = -z-ji-/  -==-=,
V    ' XK       J      e2*x'-lJr{l+z2 + 2zcos0)v

where T consists of the circles \z\ = R and \z\ = e(0<e< 1 < 2?) respec-

tively oriented positively and negatively, joined by segments along the upper

and lower edges of the real axis between e and R. To see this, use

(1 + z2 + 2z cosö)"" =  2  i-l)hPk(cos9)z-k-m+2       (|z| = R)
k=0

in (4.4) with Cauchy's theorem and let e -* 0, R —> oo. Thus we can evaluate

Ix by residues when m is even. (This procedure is used by Hayman [8, Chapter

4] for orders X < 1.)

We deduce

(4.5) /i(cosi).T|^(öi + ö^)
AV '       e2"Ai _ j ^ („ _ 1)1        („ _ 1)1 J

where g{z) = z m~3(z - a)~", g is the similar expression with ¿7 in place of

a, and a = -e'e. By direct calculation,

j i     a\ m    sin(X + 1)9       , s
2x(cOS0) =-r- -r-z- (" =   1)
AV       '      sm-nX      s\n9

and for v > 1,
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Ix (cosÖ)

'(A + m - 3)---(A + m- v- 1)(4.6) =     *    f !
smwX (^ 2v'x(v - \)\

. cos[(X + v)9 - wv/4] \

(¡inly       +RJ
where

(4.7) \R\ < c(v)(X + l)""2(sinÖ)3_m       (0 < 9 < 77)

and C(v) does not depend on 9 or X. This follows easily from (4.5) and

g('-0(z) = J (" - 1N)i)(^-')(z^-3)D0)((z _ ay")
7=0 \   J    /

where F = J/¿/z, and the similar expression for g '"~ ^.

Since 4 (cosö) is even in 0,

(4.8) r-XF(r, Ux) = HX^~2)2o^ £ Ix(cos9)+ du(9) - K(X,mfX

where

¿co(0) = om_x(sin9)m~2 dB.

Thus

t(\ n\ ffX    (A + w-2)---(A + wi-y-l)/gw-i\„

where

FA - ¡I {(-l)9cos[(A + v)9 - C](sin0)'}«/0 + ex,

with |eA| < Cx(v)/(X + 1) by (4.7). On the other hand, since

lim   f f(B)cos(ßB + y)d&
/¡->oo Ja

= lim fb f(9){cos(ß9 + iff dB = lf"f(0)dB
/}—oo Ja K Ja

for any / E F1 (a, b) and y real, we obtain

Hx = ^fsinv9d9 + o(l)
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on letting X -* oo so that first q — [X] is even, then odd.

We deduce that the Ux satisfy

= aJsin7rX|X~im{l + o(l)}       (0 < r < cc;X -> oo)

where am depends only on the dimension; this proves (16) for m even.

In fact, from (4.4) Ix(cos9) can be seen to satisfy a differential equation of

hypergeometric type [17, p. 178], thus [17, pp. 175, 104]

2x(cos0) = ß2Fx(x + 2v,-X;v + L1+cosg\
(4.9) >> z z       /

ß = 2x(l)r(i + v + X)T(i - v - X)/T(i + f)T(Í - v)

where the 2FX has a known asymptotic expansion [17, p. 77] for large X like

that in (4.6), but valid for all real v. Further, our analysis giving (4.6) from

(4.4), when v is integral, remains valid for half-integral v in the case 9 = 0, and

we can asymptotically evaluate the factor 2X(1) in (4.9). (The 2FX in (4.9) is

essentially a Gegenbauer function [17, p. 175].)

We conclude that the functions Ux satisfy (16) for any m > 3, by known

asymptotic results. When m = 2, (4.1) gives ¿7x(x) = irX csc77X(cost7X)rx for

all X ¥= positive integer, |0| < it, r > 0.

5. Proof of Theorem 3. We can assume all the Riesz mass of m(x) is on the

negative x,-axis, so that

(5.1) m(x) = j* Kq(x, -te)dp{i) + h{x) = u^x) + h(x)

where u has order X G {q,q + 1) and the degree of h(x) is at most q. For any

y G(X,c7+ 1),

Jo   U¡l(rw)r-K-xdr=fQ   dp{t) fQ   Kq(r^,-te)r^x dr

(5.2) = Ç n-m+2dp{t) Ç Kq(™, -e)r-y~x dr

-y(y + ™-2)Iy(cose)rmry-idi
m - i       yv       'Jo

where 2 is defined in (4.3).

Let S C 2 D {xm > 0} be measurable du>, and define E C [0,77] by E

= {9: co V e = cost?,co G ê}, and
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T(r,U¡l;$) = 2a"1 Jg uft^du.

Thus T(r,uß;&X T(r,uj and by (5.2)

/o°° T(r,Ull;&)r-y-xdr

= "K^&L ^osO)du(9)}Ç N(t)n-Xdt

where du(9) was defined in §4.

Using a theorem of Pólya [13] just as in [9, pp. 225-227], we deduce

... f A(X)N(r) + rT ^
(5 3) lun inf      ',   \— < 1
^,J; r-+*>        Hr,^)

where t < A is arbitrary and

(5.4) A(y) = yiym™;2)2o-x /£ Z,(cos*)<k(0).

Since A(r) < T(r,u ), it follows from (5.3) that there exists {rn) -* co with

/I (A) lim inf iP^K < 1
«-oo   T(rn,u)

and

Thus by (5.1)

log T(rn,u)
lim —¡-— = A.

n-oo logrn

(5.5) A(X)\im inf ^r < 1.
r-> oo    T(r,u)

Since F is an arbitrary subset of [0, w] and Iy is independent of r, we can take

F = {9: Ix(cos9) > 0}.

Then by (4.8) and (5.4), (18) follows. Assertion (19) is a simple consequence of

lim_ Ix(cos9) = -co       (m > 3),

clear from (4.3). When m is even, K(X,m) can be computed in terms of

elementary functions; in particular, (20) follows from the evaluation Ix(cos9)

= (tt/X sin77A)cos0A when m = 2.
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